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HSCA URGES U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET TO RELEASE FINAL REGULATIONS FOR PHYSICIAN PAYMENTS SUNSHINE ACT

Full Implementation of Sunshine Act Critical to Increasing Transparency in Healthcare System

Washington, DC (January 17, 2013) – The Healthcare Supply Chain Association (HSCA) today urged the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) to release the final regulations for the implementation of the Physician Payments Sunshine Act.

“The group purchasing industry is the most transparent sector in healthcare, and we have a longstanding commitment to promoting openness, accountability and the highest ethical standards in business practices, including our support of the Physician Payments Sunshine Act,” said HSCA President Curtis Rooney. “We are now fifteen months past the statutory deadline for this vital regulation, the sooner the healthcare supply chain realizes full implementation of the Physician Payments Sunshine Act’s provisions, the sooner patients will realize the benefits.”

The sunshine law requires manufacturers to report all payments to physicians, including consulting fees, honoraria, and travel and entertainment expenses. The law also requires the Department of Health and Human Services to publicly disclose on the Internet the identity of the manufacturer, physician, and the drug or device associated with the payment. Additionally, the law requires manufacturers and GPOs to report all ownership or investment interests held by physicians or members of their family, and to make that information public.

“Tough transparency provisions like those contained in the law help ensure that all hospitals and patients know that physicians are not being unduly influenced by medical device and pharmaceutical manufacturer marketing, and that decisions about patient care are based on science and evidence-based sourcing of products and services,” added Rooney.

HSCA and its group purchasing organization (GPO) members have consistently supported the efforts of Senator Grassley (R-IA), former Senator Herb Kohl (D-WI) and others to increase transparency through the Physician Payments Sunshine Act, and now join a growing chorus of voices calling for swift implementation of the act.

###

About the Healthcare Supply Chain Association (HSCA)
The Healthcare Supply Chain Association, formerly the Health Industry Group Purchasing Association, is a broad-based trade association that represents 15 group purchasing organizations, including for-profit
and not-for-profit corporations, purchasing groups, associations, multi-hospital systems and healthcare provider alliances. HSCA’s mission is to advocate on behalf of healthcare group purchasing associations, to provide educational opportunities designed to improve efficiencies in the purchase, sale and utilization of all goods and services within the health industry and to promote meaningful dialogue between GPOs. For more information, visit www.supplychainassociation.org.